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Preface 

 

This book was started by my father probably soon after we got the 
farm. Every once in a while he continued to add some new 
descriptions. As he was very frugal, he very often just wrote where 
he found room, so not everything is in chronological order.   
Sometimes he pasted the picture partly over his writing. One had to 
bend the photo back to be able to read what was under it. Even the 
dates are not completely right, but his charts are 100% correct. 

I translated all his writing into English. They are chronologically 
where my father had indicated, but sometimes not directly before or 
after his pages. The illustrations show all the places of 
improvements on the farm. I made the drawings when the work was 
done or shortly afterward, whenever we were in Vineland. 

The writings of my father are printed in black, while my addition and 
descriptions are in grey. Most of the photos are taken on our farm 
and as I only had a very cheap camera which we bought before our 
emigration in Germany, they are not very sharp. Later on my father 
had his own little cheap camera. He took photos of the produce of 
their garden. 

The bicycle my father used to ride to town for work or later for 
shopping was an old American built bicycle. He got it soon after we 
came into the country from somebody in Philadelphia. My father 
had made a deal with someone in Nuremberg to whom he gave his 
pretty new bicycle when we left, to have their relative in the United 
States give him one in exchange.  

We lived for four and one half months at the farm of Thea and Willi 
Weinschenk, my mother’s sister and brother-in-law. In their 
bungalow were two bedrooms. One my parents used. I had a bed 
on a couch on the porch, which they might have had rebuilt as a 
room. It was like our porch, about 6 X 24 feet.  

The first couple of months when we lived there, my father helped 
Willi on the farm. But very soon my father could not tolerate the 
irrational behavior of Willi anymore and wanted to move out. Mr. 
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George Miller, a friend of the Weinschenk’s and the foreman in the 
factory where Thea and later on my father worked, offered him his 
coops to start a chicken farm. Mr. Miller had no more chickens and 
the coops stood empty. 

My father was ready for any change and suggested to my mother 
and me to move into one of the rooms of this chicken coop, but 
both of us refused, having lived for almost two years in 
Theresienstadt in similar conditions to a chicken coop.  
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On January 16th we put foot on the American continent, (the date is wrong, it 
was Friday the 17th) The sister (of my wife),Thea Weinschenk and a couple of 
other acquaintances picked us on the pier. (only Cilly Laemmle was with her). 
We stayed for the night at the apartment of Max and Cilly Laemmle. The next 
morning we took a subway to Pennsylvania station, then the train to 
Philadelphia and a bus to Vineland.  

As we were in Philadelphia at lunchtime Thea paid for a short lunch for us. My 
father and I had a can of beer and I remember I could not finish mine.  

Arriving in Vineland we were happily surprised, because we imagined a chicken 
farm quite differently.  

Arriving in the early afternoon Willi and Thea showed us the farm for a short 
time. After that Thea walked with me to the town where she had made an 
appointment for a job for me at the studio and workshop of VonReuter. On this 
walk we came to a grocery store and this was the first time I saw bananas. Thea 
bought some for me.  

Our appointment was successful and I was hired for 10.00 a week starting on 
Monday.  

After a short time it was already clear to us that at our advanced age a chicken 
farm would be the best for making a living.  

We were offered different farms but we could not find the right one. After the 
experience of the last years we wanted to be in contact with the nearest 
relatives. We are still completely without any money, therefore most of the 
objects don’t work out. Either the price was too high or the distance from the 
Weinschenks was too far. We contacted the Jewish Agricultural Society in New 
York and got the assurance that they will provide cash for buying a farm. 
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My parents went with the real estate agent looking at different farms, I could not 
go along as I was working at my new job.   

Beginning in May 1947 we got into contact with a real estate agent, Mr. Ted 
Lenore. He showed us the little farm of Marie Rasmussen which had a 
bungalow with 4 rooms, a chicken coop 20 X 60 feet in very good condition, an 
old very low coop 16 X 66 feet. 550 chicken who looked very good were sold 
with the house and property. The owner wants to move back to the country of 
her birth, Denmark. Also whatever was in the house was part of the sales price.  

As we did not bring anything along, it seems a very good offer. The price was 
5,500.00 dollars. There is no bathroom in the house. An outhouse is built into 
the old coop. The feed for the chicken is warehoused in the basement of the 
house. On the house is a mortgage of 1,000.00 dollars  

On May 15th, 1947 the agreement is signed by the lawyer Harry Levin and June 
11 is the settlement date. The Jewish Agricultural Society gives us the missing 
4,000.00 dollars. The organization United Service for New American, adds to it 
another 2,000.00 dollars. The interest of the second mortgage was 6 % with a 
yearly pay off of 300.00 dollars. The U.S.N.A. offered that the paid interest 
would be counted as back payment. 

October 21, 1951 the first mortgage was paid back 
January 24, 1957 the second mortgage (the rest 757.42 dollars) 
 
Since March 1947 until January 1948 I work as a Helper and some of the time 
as a night watchman in the clothing factory Shapiro. Since spring 1947 Retta 
works as a maid for the owner whose wife had died a short time before. 
 
 

Pythagoras: The square of 
the hypotenuse is the sum of 
the squares of the legs. In 
this image, the legs would 
be the sides of the triangle. 
The hypotenuse is the base 
of the triangle. Always 
understand that the 
Pythagorean Theorem 
relates the areas of squares 
on the sides of the right 
triangle. (I have no idea why 
my father wrote this on that 
page.) 
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On June 14, 1947 we took over the farm. Our combined income was now our working 
capital of 880.00 dollars. On the bicycle on the drawing is my mother and I. 
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This is a drawing of the farm. The red line indicates the undeveloped areas.  
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The whole property of 2.67 acres is surrounded with a fence. Except for a small area 
along the coops, the 
whole area was a jungle. 
Besides a couple of apple 
trees there are pear, 
plums and cherry trees 
there. At the same time 
there are many cedars, 
sassafras a lot of thorny 
undergrowth and many 
poison sumacs.   

 

The Weinschenks brought 
us little dog on the farm which they called Blacky. Two young cats, Brack a blue-grey 
male kitten and Butz, which looked like a wild cat, completed the living inventory.  

Blacky was killed. This happened in the first couple of days. The dog ran out on the street 
and was driven over by a car. After some of the other farmers heard that, somebody 
brought us a little puppy. I called it Teddy, it looked like a teddy bear. Teddy was a 
female. 

I remember the day I got this puppy must have been a Sunday. I was working in the back 
on the large range. The little puppy was with me. I was digging a hole into the sandy 
ground, which was all over in Vineland, to bury a big heap of tin cans, wine bottle and 
other metal items Mrs. Rasmussen had thrown there for years. 

After I thought the hole was deep enough I started to throw the garbage into the hole with 
a pitchfork. As I tried to move an old cooking pot, there was a very large snake sleeping 
under it. She woke up and went towards me or the dog. I quickly grabbed my little dog 
and carried it to the front into the house. I never saw a snake that large. I told my parents, 
but by the time they came back the snake was gone.  

Going over to our next door neighbor and describing the snake he told me it is harmless 
and actually very good, because it eats mice and rats. He called it a garter snake.  

A few weeks later I saw the snake again, and as my mother was just walking not too far 
away I called her to come quick. The snake now tried to get into a hole and was already 
with her head in it. To stop it from disappearing I stepped on her back to stop her before 
my mother came.  

The snake was between six and eight feet long and thicker than my arm. It was very 
strong, it moved me standing on it with two feet. 
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We took over 561 leghorn chickens from Mrs. Rasmussen. Some of them are one, 
others two years old.  

On June 18, 1947, the Weinschenk give us 615 white leghorns hatched on April 
15, 1947 in the Stern hatchery and in August we bought another 592 Sexlings 
from Parmetz which were hatched on June 20, 1947. Prior to this we made part of 
the range arable and bought 4 range shelters for 140.00 dollars. We moved a very 
small ramshackle cull house on a side, to make room for a future feed house.  We 
took a couple of fence posts to roll it on a side.  

The first day we harvested 321 eggs. The amount became slightly less. Retta has 
to do the farm work with the chickens alone. I travel by bicycle to the clothing 
factory Shapiro and Herbert works in advertising at VonReuter. (It wasn’t 
advertising but mainly woodworking and designing of neon lights and lettering 
sales card for a real estate agent which we printed on a silk screen frame) 

The pullets are on the ranch. On June we buy 2 X 4 studs for the feed house. 

Probably in the beginning of July, while I was outdoors spraying white paint for the 
sales posters for the real estate costumer, I got some of the lacquer spray from 
the wind into my eye. Right away I went to an eye doctor in Vineland, but he could 
not do anything and sent me to a specialist to Philadelphia. The trip by bus took 
about an hour and I had to go there ten times but could not go to work for about 
four weeks. I had a patch over the left eye and on the right I was told to wear 
sunglasses.  

At the last visits to Philadelphia the doctor prescribed glasses for me which I 
would have to use all the time. Coming home I put the glasses on, but could not 
see anything with them. I took it off and never used it again. My eye was all right.  

During the time while I could not go to work, I built the feed house.  
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We built a feed house next to the little coops and one on the ranch. But as the 
ground was too sandy we could not use it as we planned but used it as an 
additional shelter. 
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I had made drawings for a feed house about 20 X 16 feet. We had just laid out the 
area with cinder blocks for the foundation, when a Jewish chicken farmer, Mr. 
Wimpfheimer came for a visit. He was talking to my father while I was working on 
the construction. Mr. Wimpfheimer an emigrant like us from Germany, but an 
more experienced chicken farmer who already had been in Vineland a couple of 
years.  

Hearing from my father that we were building a feed house and seeing the area 
which I had laid out, he asked how large we plan to make this house. My father 
told him. He said that to make it that large is all wrong and a waste of material. 
Make it half the size and it will be enough. It would be better to build another room 
for the chickens! After my father heard this I was not allowed to build the feed 
house the way I planned it, but had to redesign it for half the size. After all, he was 
already an expert.  Naturally, from the very first day this house was much too 
small. I had to redesign it more vertical to even be able to use it.  

On the eastern outside I made a double door 
about 3 feet above the ground for the truck 
with chicken feed to back up and carry the 
feed right in. On that height I made a little 
platform about 2 feet wide all along the inside 
width of the house. All along this walk I built 
the bins for the chicken feed. I believe there 
were four bins. These bins were about 4 feet 
high on the east side but 7 feet on the west 
side where I made  little vertical sliding doors 
where my parents just had to put a pail 
underneath, fill one pail and close the little 
door when the pail was full. I believe my feed 
bins were the only ones in Vineland. 
Everybody else had to spoon the feed out of 
the bin which was on the floor and could 
never be completely emptied. Since our bins 

slanted 30 degrees down towards the front emptied automatically. 

We did not have to buy tongue and groove boards for the walls of the building. We 
got glass boxes from the Gambinos, neighbors of the Weinschenks. We now 
moved the little cull house behind the north-west end of the coop. The eggs are 
being sold to Mr. Richard Berju, an egg dealer. The chicken feed we bought from 
Jacob Rubinoff, as Mrs. Rasmussen had done. 

On August 13, 1947, we buy 125 grey Crossers, a heavier type of grey chicken 
from Rossi for 44.00 dollars which are supposed to be 10 weeks old. They are 
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sold on October 19, 1947 for 204.00 dollars. These birds eat a lot and had to be 
sold by a certain day, otherwise there is no profit. 
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Before the coops were moved to the property a mason had to build the foundation and 
before the cement was poured into now standing coops we had to lay water pipes. We 
started at the coop number 6 which might have had a faucet on the west side. I do not 
remember that we had to break through the cement floor of this coop. As we only had 
short pipes, not longer than 6 feet, which we either got from the Weinschenks or they 
were in our basement lying around, we had to connect them together. In the middle of 
each room after putting a T on the pipe we put a 3 foot vertical piece. We continued 
through all four rooms like that and put a stop piece on the outside of the last coop.   

As these buildings were probably not used for chickens but for horses, they were 
completely useless at that stage as a chicken coop. I had to rebuild the complete front 
side. Starting with the larger of the two I had to take the windows out and made windows 
like on the rest of the coops. As far as I remember there were just one or two glass 
windows in each of the four rooms. These are not only very impractical for chickens, they 
also had no screening.. I probably took the boards which covered the house and used 
them for the repair work. 

After the coop was done I had to make the sliding windows. These were frames covered 
with a particular plastic made especially for such window frames. We also had to nail 1 
inch chicken wire over each window opening. 

In the back we opened up an area of about one foot right under the roof for air circulation 
and hinged a board on it as a door to be able to close it in winter. 

Each room had a door towards the outside, as well as to the next room. For these doors 
we had to produce screen doors as well, covered with one inch chicken wire.  

After all the woodwork was done we had to nail tarpaper on the entire house, tar the 
overlapping pieces together and nail plaster laths on top.  

We had to build roosts for the chicken for the whole length of the coop on the back wall. 
The roosts were removable and were positioned on tables which were attached to the 
side and back of the coop. These tables as well as the roosts were four feet wide. 

We had to put electric wires and 2 lights on the ceiling of each room. One switch near the 
front door of each room controlled the lights.   

After the repair work was done we had to put faucets and automatic water fountains into 
each coop. Also my parents had to buy metal nests and hang them in the rooms and buy 
feeders before they could put chickens into the coops. 

My father bought an electric hand circular saw, it was impossible to do all this without it. 
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October 1947, Laure and Manfred Wildmann came from France and visited Mrs. Clara 
and Mr. David Mayer. They stayed for a week and from there went to St. Louis.  
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Two thirds of the property was now cleared. We pulled the small sumacs out by hand as 
we did not know they were poison and made a large pile and burned them This was just 
as bad as the smoke too is poisonous. My father wanted to leave all the little sassafras 
trees on the ranch for shade, but my mother did not like it since she always had to walk 
around these trees when she came with a wheelbarrow to feed the chickens. When my 
father was not looking or might not have been on the farm, she had a little saw and cut 
them off. We still had plenty of large trees on the ranch and my father never knew. She 
never had used a saw before, but she managed. 

September 12, 1947, we buy two chicken coops one 20 X 80 feet and the other 20 X 40 
feet. These coops are moved to our property on October 4. Both coops cost 450.00 
dollars and the moving cost another 275.00 dollars. Justin Hessdoerfer gives us loan of 
500.00 dollars and Mr. George Miller another 300.00 dollars. 

This time my father listened to me. He had the 80 foot coop moved into the front line of 
coops 20 feet from the existing 60 foot coop. The 40 foot one was again moved in line 
with the previous one also with a distant of 20 feet. It was now possible to build two more 
rooms into the empty space and save the material for the sides. We would have a 
continuous chicken coop 220 feet long.  

The coops will be now completely renewed on the front wall.   

1947.  The total profit of eggs was  $ 2,077.56  
   of chickens  $    370.90 
                  the egg production sales       3,601 dz. 
  Expenses for feed not for layers    $ 1,436.27 
  Average receive for 1 dz. eggs                      .57 
  Average cost of feed for 1 dz. eggs             .39 
  Assets on 12, 31, 1947              $ 2,817.83 
  Average production June until December 44.7% 
 
We have on December 31, 1947  1,340 chickens  
 
March 12, 1948 we got 1,342 leghorn babies from Stern Brothers 
 
Flora Fleischmann  visited us 
 
December 12, we have 1,620 chickens 
Total 1948 total received from sale of eggs $11,757.54 
                   from chicken        $  1,012.80 
        egg production  19,357 dz. 
  feed and chicken expenses  $  8,456.12 
Total expenses             $10,690.00 
Average expenses for 1 dz. eggs             .55  
Assets on December 31, 1948            $ 5,868.57 
Average production             54.4% 
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August 14, 1948. The 20 X 20 foot distance between two coops are now being built. 
Herbert, who since the beginning of the year works in New York, brings Werner Kramer 
along as a helper. 
 
April 18, 1949. The front ranch is fenced in and the area is cleaned of underbrush. 
 
February 1949. A bathroom with toilet and warm water is being installed In the house.  
For material and plumber 1,000.00 dollars. Also at that time a cesspool and antiseptic 
tank is installed. I would have liked to build a bathroom as an addition to the house, but I 
was not permitted. I had to take the two closets between my parents and my room and 
build the bathroom in this 12 X 4 foot space. It was very small, almost no room in front of 
the bathtub. The entrance was from my parents bed room. 
 
August 26, 1948. The heat went to 105 degree. 150 chickens which were born 1946/47 
die of heat-stroke. The Weinschenks give us the same amount of chicken for 
replacement. 
 
September 22, 1948. All the trees lost their leaves because of the heat. The pear tree 
next to the feed house has fruits and new blossoms at the same time.     
 

March 18, 1949. We bought 508 Sexlings from Parmenter and 679 leghorn babies from 
Stern Brothers 

July 5, 1949. The heat was 105 degree and we had 10 death. The heat went up to 110 
degree and lasted until July 31. But we had no more losses. My parents hired a young 
fellow Harry, 18 years old just to carry more water into the chicken coops. They had put 

extra pails in each coop. The following funny 
story might have happened at another time.  

My mother, who did not speak English very well, 
warned the boy if he walks by the coop where 
the baby chicks are, he should make a noise so 
that the little birds did not get a shock and crowd 
into a corner and kill many of them. But the way 
my mother said it was like this: “When you go to 
the coop make “pee-pee”, meaning he should 
make a noise like a chicken. The young fellow 
got very embarrassed and thought she had seen 
him urinating on a chicken coop. 

 Our dog Teddy had 4 puppies. My parents kept 
one of the puppies which they called Lumpi. The 
Weinschenk are getting the one with the white H 
on its back.  
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1949 Average production of eggs were  52.66% 
Average sales price for 1 dz. eggs           .56 
To produce 1 dz. eggs           .41.5  
Total egg sale     25,659 dz. 
Total price received on sales of these eggs $14,367.00 
       for chickens    $ 508.20 
Our assets on December 31, 1949                  $7,909.75 
We have on December 31, 1949      1,735 chickens 
 
July 1949. The old coop in the second row was very low and in bad condition. We lifted it 
from the foundation and added two more rows of cinder blocks. That sounds very easy. I 
first borrowed a car jack. This was an old jack and had just a part like a horn which by 
turning a handle on top one could use it to lift up the building. It broke at the first trial. As 
we had plenty of trees on the property I cut two which had about a 3 or 4 inch diameter. 
After cutting one end a little flat, we used these two trees like large crowbars, obviously 
only one room and one side at a time. The bad parts got repaired. The windows in room 
number 2 and 3 were not like on the rest of the chicken coops but regular windows which 
were not to be opened. We took these old windows out and rebuilt the whole front of at 
least these two rooms. Then we covered the entire front with new roof paper and built 
new movable sliding windows for each one of the window openings. I believe this was 
impossible to do in one weekend. After we had the coop lifted and temporary secured, my 
father hired a mason who put the two new cinder blocks under the coops. 
 
1949 Teddy, Brack and Butz.  Brack was killed by a car. The same happened to Butz two 
years later. Both cats made the farm free of rats. The farm was overrun by mice and rats. 
As they lived in the chicken coops one could 
not use poison. I remember I went a couple of 
times with my two dogs at night into the coops 
to kill rats. I did very little but the dogs were 
very good at it. One had to go with them, 
because the animals could not open the 
doors. 
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The Muscovy duck has 6 white, 3 black and 3 black and white ducklings. (called the 12 
apostles) I do not remember where my parents had a male and a female  Muscovy duck 
from. They also had some white Pecking ducks which I had picked up from a duck farm. 
The male kept on breeding with the white ducks too and my parents put the eggs from 
them under the hatching female. The mixed off springs were mule ducks and could not 
reproduce 
.  
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1950. We produce hatching eggs again. It seems my parents had done it before. First the 
hatchery sends a veterinarian to check the chickens to assure they do not have any 
sickness. If they are satisfied they bring roosters, one for every 13 hens. Now the 
chickens lay much less eggs but these hatching eggs are paid much better than the 
regular eggs. They were more expensive to produce since the farmer had to feed the 
roosters too. If we had 200 chickens in the room where the hatching eggs were produced, 
then there were about 15 roosters also in this room. Not only was this room very noisy 
but the roosters became very protective about their chickens. They were much larger and 
they had very sharp spurs and attacked people coming into the coop. My aunt was 
always attacked by one of these roosters at a time when they produced hatching eggs. 
She armed herself with one of the iron chicken catcher and when that rooster came she 
hit him with the rod. 
 
March 21. We bought 1428 baby chicks from Stern. I believe this was the time when they 
bought these chickens which were from their own chicken eggs.    
   
Herbert and Laure got married on October 8, 1950 
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May 1950. The porch is going to be made as a room. There will be all windows on the 
east side and on the south side. This porch was like all the porches in the area just 6 X 
24 feet, slanted towards the eastside for the rain water to run off. It was not built over the 
basement, just on cinder blocks on the sides. The rest of it was open and had just some 
wooden grillwork in front. It had a small staircase on the east side. 
  
I first had to support the roof with 2 X 4 and then took the two corner and the two center 
beams out which supported the roof. I built 6 windows on the east side, 2 on the south 
side and a door on the north side. As all the windows were removable I made screens for 
all the windows. On the north side I put the little stairs where I made a door. It became my 
father’s office and he spent a lot of time out there. He loved this room, even being only 6 
feet wide. It was very cold during the winter because it could not be heated except with 
an electric heater and very hot during the summer. My parents did not have an air 
conditioner at that time. 
 
The whole house was recovered with asbestos shingles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While my father helped building, my mother took care of the farm alone.
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March 24, 1950. 1456 leghorn babies from Stern Brothers. I believe these are the same 
already mentioned on March 21.  
 
August 31, 1950. We sell to Mr. Parmenter 335 chickens for 30 cent the pound. The 
average weight was 6.25 pound but the heaviest chicken weighed 10.5 pound 
 
October 8, 1950. The marriage of Herbert and Laure. 
 
Chrysler $ 465.00.   
Maybe a month or two before I got married I asked my father if he could buy a car for me. 
I lived in New York and besides not having any time to do this I did not know anything 
about cars. Besides, I did not have a New Jersey driver’s license and my German one 
was not recognized in the United States.  My father did not know anything either, but Mr. 
Miller who had cars for many years and also understood something about it was willing to 
go with my father. My entire asset was 300.00 dollars and I gave it to my father for the 
car. I never knew that the car cost 165.00 dollars more and my father paid it without 
telling me, ever. They bought a 1939 Chrysler, which Mr. Miller thought was a good price 
and that the car was in good condition.  
 
I made the New York license on Thursday October 5, and the New Jersey license on 
Friday October 6, in Atlantic City. Harry, the young 18 years old helper of my parents 
came along as a driver. I drove my car the first time alone the next day when I picked up 
my future wife at the bus station in Vineland, with her brother, sister and Ria. They came 
on Saturday evening for our Sunday wedding.  
 
November 25, 1950 was a hurricane but there was no damage on the farm. 
 
 
 
 
 
1950 
The average production of eggs was  52.8.% 
average price paid for the dz. eggs .46.5 
production cost for 1 dz. eggs .38.25 
cost of feed for 1 dz. eggs  .30 
total production     2,7036 dz. 
             $ 12,561.89 
average price for 1 dz. eggs              .46.5  
average feed for 1 dz. eggs             .30 
total cost for 1 dz. eggs             .38.25 
sale of chicken     $ 776.97 
assets on December 31,1950            $ 9,847.12 
We have on December 31, 1950          2.088 chickens 
 
A flood in the coop  
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Spring 1951 
 
2 old geese and 8 goslings and 3 ducklings. Laure and I drove to Hamilton, a little town 
about 10 miles from Vineland. There was a goose farm. We bought the goslings there, 
but did not know these were Chinese geese. They were very cute, but grown up they also 
were very noisy. My parents probably had 2 adult geese already. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We delivered hatching eggs to the Stern Brothers hatchery. 
 
On May 16, we received 707 leghorn baby chicks which were from their own delivered 
eggs. 
 
July 30, we bought 426 leghorn baby chicks which were 12 weeks old from Repp 
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May 22, I had a gall bladder and appendix operation. (This might have been the day he 
came out of the hospital) I remember very well that after he had very strong pains in the 
lower abdomen for a couple of days, he decided to go to a doctor he knew from 
Nuremberg, a Dr. Strauss. The practice of this doctor was in New York City. As he had 
constant pains and was unable to walk he took a taxi and rode together with Thea to New 
York. This was on a Friday. My mother probably had us notified by telephone that we 
should go to the doctor’s address at Central Park South and wait for the taxi to arrive. I 
don’t remember if she had already called on Thursday night, because she did not have 
the address where I or Laure worked. 

 
After work, we drove in our 1939 Chrysler to the given address and waited. I usually went 
by car to work and Laure probably met me at the address. After waiting a short time the 
taxi came. My father supported by Thea went into the house, but came out very soon 
again. The doctor was not there, he was in the St. Barnabas Hospital in Newark. Thea 
and my father came into our car and we left. As this was a Friday evening, start of a 
weekend, there was a lot of traffic and it took me a long time to get to the Lincoln tunnel. I 
ask a policeman in a car who was next to us stuck in the traffic, if he could give us a 
police escort to the hospital in Newark. He answered no, only to the next hospital in New 
York City. 
 
We finally made it. My father was in constant pain and was lying down in the back of the 
car, his head resting on Thea’s lap. At the hospital they took him in right away and we 
were told to wait. A couple of hours later we were informed that the operation was 
successfully over and we could see him. The hospital was so over filled that we finally 
found my father in a bed in the hall with others. He was still unconscious. 
 
He was in the hospital a few days. Probably we picked him up on the Tuesday the 22. 
 
He stayed for the next two weeks in our apartment for recovering. At least we now had a 
bed where my father could sleep. We did not have much furniture yet as I only slowly, in 
my free time could build a little after the work hours. We had a bed, but still no bedroom 
furniture. In December 1950 or beginning of January 1951 Thea called us and said she is 
coming to New York for an operation and afterwards will come to us for recovery. I 
quickly had to build a bed and we bought a mattress in Brooklyn. My father was the 
second patient who came for recuperation to us in our small apartment. 
 
As we both were working he was alone most of the day. We had a large fish tank and at 
that time no television yet. My father sat in an easy chair watching the fish, but in a 
couple of minutes he fell asleep. 
 
After two weeks of recuperation we drove him back to Vineland 
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December 1951 

We build the missing room in the 
specially left 20 foot space 
behind coop number 6. This I 
believe was the first time my 
young wife helped me with some 
carpentry work.  
 

 

 

  

On December 24, 1951, we bought a 1951 Chevrolet for Herbert for $ 1.650.00 

Our 1939 Chrysler had giving us a lot of trouble. In our first year of marriage we used it 
every weekend when we did not drive to Vineland to drive up state. We had it repaired 
during the summer for 300.00 dollars, but during the end of our vacation we got stuck. 
We decided to look for another more recent second hand car. With my father we drove to 
Bridgton, but I was a little hesitant after having another used car. My father talked us in to 
buying a new car, but we both did not have the funds to pay for it. Therefore my father 
paid for it, lending us the money. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Average production    .49.12% 
average sales prices for 1 dz. eggs  .59 
average chicken feed for 1 dz. eggs  .31 
average total cost including depreciation  .47. 
 
total production 28,600 dz. for a price of $ 15,804.21  
total egg sale          $      401.32 
asset on December 31,1951        $ 12,818.43 
on December 31, we had 2,294 chicken which ate 21,600 lb. of chicken feed 
the average amount of feed consumed by each bird was 97.8 lb. 
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We delivered hatching eggs again to the Stern Brothers hatchery. 

On February 6, we now sell eggs also to the poultrymen’s club.  
 
March 15, we received 761 leghorn baby chicks and 22 crossers from Stern and on 
March 22, 709 leghorn babies from our own breeding eggs. Half of them were for the 
Weinschenks. 
 
February. We had built on to the last coop a shelter which we called Noris shelter. The 
roof is very damaged. We replace it with a 16 X 24 foot summer house. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
May 22. We took 800 leghorn babies and raised them for the Weinschenks.  
 
October 31. We buy from the Weinschenks, 125 pullets hatched in May  
 
End of September 1952. We have a lot of losses from the babies born in 1951. During the 
year 1952 only 600 are still alive from original 1134.  
 
December 1. I went for a 5 day visit to New York. My father stayed in our apartment and 
visited some friends and relatives. 
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Birthday presents to our 60th and 70th  birthday. 
 
Herbert and Laure give us an electric sewing machine ( I made the table for it which my 
father used for a desk) and an electric blanket 
 
Mr. Gertrude and Mr. Kohn gave us a slipcover (probably for the sofa) 
 
Otto Gutmann and Hermann Ickelheimer 
Taker. (I don’t know if this is a name or indicates 
a certain gift). 
 
Many acquaintances from Vineland, wine and liquer. 
 
November. We lost many bantam (dwarf) chickens from a bird of prey.  
 
December. The prices for eggs fell very much, but recovered again during the middle of 
December. 
 
On December 31, 1952, we had used 2,213.00 lb of chicken feed 
Average feed for 1 bird was 103 lb. 
 
Average production    .51.83% 
average sales prices for 1 dz. eggs  .52.9 
average chicken feed for 1 dz. eggs  .33.8 
average total cost    .44.1 
 
total production    29.738 dz. 
total egg sale    $ 14,944.37 
sale of 704 chicken   $      626.21 
assets on December 31,1952  $ 15,011.80 
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1953 
January. Hatching eggs delivered to Stern Brothers. 
 
January 25. The pullets have a respiratory disease. The production goes down to 25% for 
3 to 4 weeks. 
 
February. I planted 3 cherry trees 
 
On March 3. 700 (736) baby chicken from Stern. The number in parenthesis is the actual 
number. In each box were 5 more than 100 chickens, in case some of them died right 
away.  
 
On March 4. 700 (742 babies from Gus Walters. Of the last a lot of them lost from picking 
each other. 
 
March 16. New York is the funeral of my cousin Hermann Ickelheimer 
 
On March 31, 1954, was the first day of Pesach. My father told me that he still looses 
dwarf chickens or culls which were in the little fence behind the coop. He thought it might 
be raccoon or opossum. I said I will try to catch whatever it is. He did not believe it, but he 
permitted me to take the little right angular box he once made for the baby ducklings to 
protect them from the cats. It was just a primitive box made with laths and was covered 
with fine chicken wire. 
 
At night after Seder I went back there, put a stick under the one side and tied the last 
night’s dead headless bantam chicken to the stick. It was a very primitive trap.  
 
The next morning I drove to the Weinschenks and while I was there Laure called and said 
I should come back home right away, because I caught something. I jumped into the car 
and drove the one mile back. My mother just stood on the farm entrance and as I drove 
by just said April’s fool day. It was April first. 
 
I did not want to go back any more. Then Laure told me that I really had caught 
something. There was a very large horned owl under the box. She looked at me with fiery 
eyes. We could not leave the owl in that box because it did not even have a bottom. Now 
we made plans on how we could transport it from that box into a more usable one. 
 
My father had made a couple of small boxes which were hinged on top for cull chickens 
or some which were brooding.  
 
The owl had very sharp talons. With one of the chicken 
catchers I managed to grab one of the bird’s feet and 
pulled it out from under the box. I managed to tie a heavy 
chain on its leg. We were 5 men, my father, Manfred who 
came with us to Vineland, Willi and Mr. Kohn came from 
across the street. With the command of “Now”, one 
opened the box where the owl was in, another held the 
little cull box open and the third just pulled the chain 
through the cull box. We now had the owl secured.  
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NOT-SO-WISE OWL – An owl peers dejectedly 
out of a cage into which it had unwittingly flown 
at the Kolb Farm, south Orchard rd. between 
Walnut and Elm roads. Yesterday afternoon. 
The owl is charged with killing chickens on the 
farm. Manfred Waldman a visitor from New 
York, views the captive and will offer it to a zoo if 
it is legally permissible. (Times Journal) 
 
 
As usual, the paper got the story as well as the 
name completely wrong. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We called the Bronx Zoo (to find out) if they 
want the owl. But they made so much trouble about how we have to secure the bird, so 
that it as well as the one handling it would not get hurt, that we gave it to a high school 
teacher who was a bird lover. 
 
During the year the rearing of chickens was bad and until to the end of December the 
production from the pullets was bad. I heard the same from other farmers. From the 
babies still alive on December 31, were: 470 from Stern’s and 471 from Walters. 
 
Herbert and Laure from September 4, until December 4, in Germany, Switzerland and 
France.                   
 
Spring 1953 
Average production    .47.6% 
average sales prices for 1 dz. eggs  .57.25 
average chicken feed for 1 dz. eggs  .33.66 
average total cost including depreciation  .47.75 
total production 875 cases = 26.298 dz. 
total egg sale    $ 14,931.43 
sale of 704 chicken   $      428.97 
asset on December 31,1953  $ 18,448.83 
transfer from Germany  $   1,146.45 
 
On December 31, we had 1,969 chickens and used 1,951 lb. of chickenfeed to feed them 
which (came to) 
Average food for each bird 97,5 lb.  
 
December 24, 1953, my pension from the employment insurance (Angestellten 
Versicherung) was approved for about $ 25.00 monthly  
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Since January 10, lots of snow and very cold. January 18 degree centigrade , 0 degree F. 
at 8 a,m, This weekend we came to Vineland and when we saw how difficult it was for my 
mother to walk all along the coop because of the small cleaned area. My parents could 
only manage to clean a very small walk. Laure and I decided to first build a little V-shaped 
snow plow from a couple of boards and tied it on the back of the car to pull it. But this 
went just sliding over the snow and did not do anything. Finally Laure had to sit on the 
plow to put some weight on it.  
  
On January 21, most of the snow is gone but the temperature is just around the freezing 
point. During the night again heavy snow. The temperature is 10 degree F. 
 
We delivered hatching eggs from 830 chickens to Stern Brothers. 
We did not order any babies as both of us were not well. 
 
February 21 to 23. We built a carrier through the coops. The material cost $ 200.00 
March 6. My pension from Germany since July 1, 1952 permitted, average $134.00 
March 31. We are getting 1100 baby chicken from Stern Brothers 
Pullets raising until they get housed, satisfying – End of September. 1,033 birds 
 
 

 
My father became an American citizen on April 19, 1954 (His name miss spelled) 
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Probably in the beginning of May 1954 a policeman drove into the farm and arrested my 
father. He took him along in his car and at the police station my father had to sign for bail. 
My father was told that he was accused of having dumped dead chicken someplace. My 
father denied it and was told to report for a hearing on May 17, at the Municipal court in 
Vineland. 
 
The hearing was postponed to Monday, June 14. 
  
As my father did not know English too well and besides was hard of hearing, he asked us 
to come. In the meantime my parents tried to remember what might have happened and 
remembered that a short time ago two young boys came by on bicycles and asked if my 
parents had some work for them to do. My parents hired them for that day and in the 
evening paid them. Before leaving my father asked one of the boys if he would like a 
chicken and as the boy said yes, he gave him a live chicken, one of the ones that did not 
lay eggs any more.  
 
Now the second boy asked if he could have a chicken too and my father gave him one 
also. 
 
As these boys were on bicycles they asked my father for a paper bag and some string, 
which my father gave them. They thanked him and drove off.   
 
I believe we, Laure and I, came on a weekend before the May 17 date and tried to find  
the boys, my parents did not know the last name, only the first name of one, Theodore. 
 
I don’t remember how my parents knew where about these boys lived, but with my father 
we drove to the neighborhood and after a couple of minutes my father recognized the one 
boy in front of the house. We stopped and talked to the boy and shortly after the father 
came out too. 
 
My father asked the boy if he remembered who he was and that he had given him and his 
friend each a chicken. Yes he said. As we asked what he did with his chicken he said he 
brought it home. The father thanked my father for it very much.  
 
Now we asked him if he knew where his friend lives. He knew and told us, which was 
very near and we drove there.  
 
A man came out of the house and when we asked him if his son was home he went into 
the house and got him. After we had told him about it, the father asked his son if he 
remembers working for this man, my father, a couple of weeks ago. The boy 
remembered. Now his father asked if this man gave him a live chicken. The boy also said 
yes. The father asked what did he do with the chicken, as he did not bring it home. The 
boy said It was a very hot day and the chicken died: What, he was asked now, did you do 
with the dead chicken? His father asked. “I threw it over a fence where more chickens 
were lying.”  
 
We asked the boy’s father if his son would testify to this in court. The man said, naturally 
if my son did anything wrong he will come. Now we told them the whole story. 
 
On June 15, Laure and I came again and went with my father and our lawyer, Mr. Harry 
Levin to the hearing. The boy was very nervous but he was there too. 
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Adolph Stern, another brother of the Stern Brothers Chicken Hatchery, was a lawyer and 
the prosecutor. He knew my father very well and knew my father was unable to dump 
chickens on another place. But he knew that the ring this dead chicken was carrying 
around its leg was from his brother’s hatchery. On this ring was a number, so the police 
were able to trace it to my parent’s farm.  
 
Even hearing the testimony from the boy, the judge declared my father guilty with the 
excuse that my father must have given the boy a sick chicken. My father was fined not 
what the newspaper writes 25.00 but 200.00 dollars.  
 
From that day on my parents never bought another baby chicken from the Stern 
hatchery.  
 
We wanted to fight this verdict, but our lawyer, Mr. Levin who did not say one word during 
the court session, told my father not to, as that would cost him more than the 200.00 
dollars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
During the summer we had some of our friends invited to Vineland. They all came and my 
mother cooked dinner in the basement on our old stove. There was not enough room 
upstairs, therefore we had dinner in the basement. There were: Ruth and George 
Brawerman, Corbeau (Pierre Hahn), Lotte and Ernest Kaufman, Rozzie and Joe 
Westheimer, Albert Reiss, Fredy Westheimer and Max, whose last name I don’t 
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remember. Also, my parents’ neighbors and friends Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kohn came in 
for dessert. 
 
July 1954. No cherries. 
 
September – October.  For the first time a good harvest of the apple trees. Also good 
quality. We also have lots of pears on the trees in the garden in front of the house. These 
trees were full of blossoms at the end of September.  
 
From the children we got a 21 inch Westinghouse television for our birthdays. (My father 
said this is a waste of money, as he will never look at it. But what really happened was 
that he built a speaker into his favorite easy chair and my parents watched daily.) 
 
One needed an antenna. I had no idea which kind to get, therefore I asked my friend 
Ernest Kaufman who lived at this time in Philadelphia to buy one and bring it to Vineland. 
 
We planned together to come there on the weekend, too. Ernest and Lotte came on 
Sunday and he rigged the antenna together, but told me he is not getting up on the roof.  
 
I climbed up, first going on a ladder up in the closet of our room, then in the attic through 
a small window out on top of the porch and from there onto the roof of the house.  
 
My young wife told me she is coming up to help me. I told her she should not come as 
she never was on a roof. But she did not listen and a couple of minutes later she crawled 
on the roof. The roof of our house in Vineland was much steeper that the usual houses 
are and Laure had trouble to balance herself on the ridge of the roof.  
 
Ernest managed to reach the assembled antenna to me on the roof. Now I had it laying 
near the smokestack. Laure very carefully finally managed to reach where I was. But 
obviously she was in no way able to help me. She just managed to keep herself upright.  
 
I turned her around and brought her back to the porch so that she could get down again. 
 
I did not have any problem to attach the antenna to the chimney. Now my parents had 
TV. 
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October 15. In the evening between 5:30 and 8:00 o’clock there was a very strong 
hurricane. 4 shelters totally destroyed. Coop 11, 12 and 13 were lifted from the 
foundation a little. Some of the large trees are splintered. Some of the equipment on the 
ranch was damaged. In many other chicken farms, even some in our neighborhood, was 
total destruction. Vineland was declared a disaster area.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
December 13. Retta had an operation at Dr. Mosbacher. My mother as well as my father 
trusted only a doctor they knew from Nuremberg. She came by bus with Thea, stayed in 
our apartment for a night and went to Queens to the Queens General hospital where Dr. 
Mosbacher operated on her for a hernia, which she also had as my father did, from the 
starvation in Theresienstadt. 
 
1954 
Average production           46.54% 
average sales prices for 1 dz. eggs  .47 
New Jersey average for 1 dz. eggs  46.5 
average chicken feed for 1 dz. eggs  .31.1 
average total cost without depreciation  .44.1 
 
total production 770 cases = 23,111 dz. 
total egg sale    $ 10,508.24 
sale of 835 chicken   $      369.34 
assets on December 31,1953  $ 22,249.57  
transfer from Germany  $   4,002.47 
December 31, 1954 we used 1.854 lbs of chicken feed 
Average feed consumed by each bird 94,1 lb. 
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On June 20, 1955, my father went with a group of Vineland chicken farmers to the 
University of Beltsville in Maryland  
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January 25. The pullets have Newcastle disease.  
April I have a Virus infection and am not able to work. 
 
August 26. We bought 504 yearlings from Milich 
September 21. We buy 567 2 year old chickens from 
Weinschenks. 
 
My father asked me to make him a sign for the mail 
box. I made a large white chicken, pointing with one 
wing to the farm. We erected it on the weekend when 
we were in Vineland, probably on October 23. My 
father was very proud of this sign, as it was one of the 
only ones in Vineland which was a little different, not 
just the name on the mail box. 
 
On October 28, after being up just three days, the bird 
sign was stolen. Vineland times reported the incident 
with many mistakes, as usual.  
 
Sunday, October 23. House opening celebration at 
Herbert’s. We had bought the house in Paramus a 
couple of weeks earlier. At that time it was not quite finished. We also could not move in 
yet as we were daily waiting for Laure to give birth. We had arranged for her to go to the 
Polyclinic Hospital on 10th Avenue in New York City. Nothing happened, so we finally 
moved to Paramus on October 30th, Our lease ran out on October 31st and with the help of 
all our friends we had brought our few pieces of furniture including the bed, to the house.  
 
First frost but we still have a lot of tomatoes 
This year we harvested cherries for the first time. We also had very many apples and 
pears. But all the apples were wormy. 
 
October 31. Rebecca was born. We had slept the first night in our new house in the night 
from October 30 to the 31. I went to work the first time from New Jersey, but did not know 

anything about commuting. I therefore took my car, 
parked it in some body’s yard in Fort Lee and took a 
bus to New York from there. Then I took the subway 
down town and walked over to Park Avenue and 43rd 
street where I worked at the advertising agency of 
Kelly Nason. I was a little nervous as we did not 
have a telephone in the house and my wife was due 
to give birth. 
 
As I wanted to change jobs, a couple of days earlier 
I had made an appointment with another agency 
somewhere on 5th Avenue in mid town. The 
appointment was at lunch time and I was supposed 
to do some work there so that they could see what I 
could do. I gave one of my colleagues the telephone 
number of the new agency and told him to call me 
right away if my wife calls. 
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I left and as it was a warm day I went without my jacket. In the new agency I told the 
receptionist about the condition my wife is in asked that she tell me right away if my 
colleague calls.  
 
I sat down and started what the foreman told me to do. Not even 10 minutes later the girl 
called the art department where I was sitting. My colleague had just telephoned that my 
wife had called. 
 
I told the foreman I could not finish the work and the reason why I had to go. I now ran 
back to my office from 5th Avenue to Park Avenue, took my jacket where the car key was 
in my pocket and ran back to Broadway to the subway. I could not call my wife, because, 
as I said before, we did not have a telephone yet. Laure probably went to the family 
across the street who had been living there about a month and had a phone.. 
 
I took the subway up to the George Washington bridge, took any bus across, ran to the 
house were the car was parked and drove home.  
 
Laure was sitting on the floor in the living room and was putting a seam on our new 
curtains. She said: “Why did you run so much, it is not such a hurry.” She did not stop 
with her sewing.  
 
Finally around 6:00 p.m. she said: “Now!  It is quite far, let’s go now!” First we asked the 
neighbors across the street, Mrs. Scott, to let the telephone man come in if he should 
come while we were out. Also, Laure had ordered a washing machine which might be 
delivered. We gave her our keys and went to the car. Of course at this time we got into a 
lot of traffic, because now it was the rush hour.  
 
But we made it to the hospital. A nurse told me, I don’t have to wait around, since it is a 
first baby it might take hours. She asked me for our phone number, which I could not give 
her. She said in that case, call every half an hour. I left and drove uptown to Ria. I asked 
her to call the hospital every half hour and I will be sure to call her to find out what she 
heard. Then I left and drove over the bridge, to our new home. Mrs. Scott saw me and 
came over and said that the telephone man was here and we had a phone and also the 
washing machine was delivered. I thanked her went into my house and in the kitchen was 
our new telephone. Right away I called Ria. She was very excited: “Call the hospital right 
away Laure had a baby!” What did she have I asked. “I don’t know” she said, “they don’t 
tell you on the telephone!” 
 
I jumped back into the car and drove back to New York. It took me just 20 Minutes and as 
I got into the maternity ward there were two nurses sitting and wrapping a baby. When I 
told them who I am they said: “Then this is your baby girl“. 
 
I saw a little thing with a lot of dark hair. “How is my wife?” “You can’t see her yet, she is 
still in the delivery room and is still sedated.” I waited a while until I was told that Laure 
was now in her room. She smiled at me, still not quite awake and asked me: “What did I 
have?” I told her, a girl. 
 
I left, went to Ria first to tell her and probably called my parents from her apartment. Both 
were very happy and my mother said she would come the next morning. 
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We get a new roof on November 18, 1955 

 
Average production (without pullets)   44,74% 
average sales prices for 1 dz. eggs  .46.72 
average chicken feed for 1 dz. eggs  .26.82 
total cost for 1 dz. eggs   .33.87 
average total cost including depreciation  .38.89 
average feed consumption by each bird .86.7 lb 
 
total production 716 cases = 21.505 dz. 
total egg sale    $   9.664.69 
sale of 651 chicken   $      401.02 
asset on December 31,1955  $ 24,293.00 
 
In April my pension was cancelled since April 1, 1955 because I became a U.S. citizen 
 
1956. Mild winter and pleasant summer. No disastrous heat wave. 
We have since August only 864 chickens. 
Since January 1, 1955, I got monthly $30.00 social security. It was paid retrospectively in 
February 1956 
 
End of August I had very strong pains of Arthritis and was completely unable to do any 
work. I was for 4 days in the hospital for observation. Only since October 15, I had helped 
a little on the farm. 
 
End of December. We both had a bad cold. 
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During the year I produced from old material 82 cages and built them into coop number 1. 
I believed this was horrible. I don’t understand that my father could do this. The chickens 
were now imprisoned one by one into these jail boxes. He read some place that this 
would increase the production. Not only was this now much more work for my mother to 
collect the eggs the poor chicken had just enough room to stand on one place.  
 
As these cages were made out of little iron bars the chickens also had to stand on these 
bars. Now the manure fell through onto the cement floor and it became almost impossible 
to clean there. My father now knocked out the cement floor too.  
 
I still can’t understand why he did this. All the time before he opened the coops and let 
the chickens out in front of the coop. Even though people told him that this would 
decrease the egg production and besides the eggs would have green yokes, my parents 
always got the best price for the eggs and the production was still the highest.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I made this cartoon and sent it as a card for Fathers’ day, to my father. 
 
In July 1956 my pension was again permitted since August. 
 
1956 
Average production    47.6% 
average sales prices for 1 dz. eggs  .47.76 
average chicken feed for 1 dz. eggs  .27 
average total cost    .39.6 
total production          16,887 dz. 
7.2 lb of feed for 1 dz. eggs =   .27 
total egg sale    $   7,399.00 
sale of 1,921 chicken   $   1,035.00 
asset on December 31,1953  $ 27,702.89 
 
1957 
March 1. We sold 50 chicken for    $1.00 each 
March 21. We sold 806 chicken born 1955 for          $ -.60 
And 160 chicken born 1956 for    $  -.90 
April 3. Retta’s social security check since November 1, 1956 $ 20.00 
My pension from the employees’ pension accepted from the Jewish Community of 
Nuremberg was accepted but increased to the combined increase 
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May 31 Charles Kolb was born. We 
travel often to Paramus. 
At the end of the year we have only 
300 chickens. The front coops are 
empty. 
 
In the early morning, around 5:00 
a.m. on May 31, 1957, I got up as I 
could not sleep because I always 
wake up every couple of minutes 
when Laure got up. She said there 
is still no hurry and went back to 
bed. I got dressed and was just 
going to make coffee, when she 
came into the kitchen and said: 
“Now!” 
 
She got dressed and also dressed 
our little girl. I promised my mother 
to call her before going to the 
hospital. I did. But as it was still 
quite early. She said now I can’t 
make it any more to come. “Why 
not?” I said, “it is still very early and 
the bus leaves only at 7:00 
o’clock.””I am not packed yet.” 
“What do you have to pack?” 

 
We also had to call Ria to take our year and a half old Becca while we go to the hospital. 
We knew Ria would be up, as her husband Ernest, a butcher, always got up at 4:00 
o’clock. We called and called again but the telephone was always busy. At that time of 
the morning, that was strange.  
 
We had no more time as Laure had constant labor pains now. We left and drove to the 
building where the Roos’s lived. I took Becca and ran up the stairs and rang the bell. Ria 
opened. “Why did you not call before?” She asked. I told her that we did, but her phone 
was always busy. She looked and the phone was off the hook.  
 
I ran down stairs and we left. Laure was now in very sharp pains. I was afraid she was 
going to have the baby on 12th Avenue. We again had to go to the Polyclinic Hospital. But 
we made it. This time the nurses did not tell me to go home, they saw that there was only 
a short wait.  
 
A couple of minutes later the doctor came out and told me I am the father of a boy. 
 
I went to the office and we celebrated. At 12:00 o’clock I went to the bus station and 
picked up my mother. She was very hungry, but wanted to see the baby and Laure first. 
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We went to the hospital. They had just brought in Laure’s lunch. Laure could not eat, as 
she still had a lot of ether in her system. My mother ate her lunch.  
 
 
Average production with molting  .43.82% 
average sales prices for 1 dz. eggs  .44.13 
average chicken feed for 1 dz. eggs  .21,37 
average total cost for 1 dz. eggs  .41.28 
total egg sale    $  3,806.70 
sale of 805 chicken   $      345.81 
asset on December 31,1953  $ 35,338.76 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This was our first Christmas card. It was very primitive, as I did not know yet how to 
retouch photos.  
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My parents had Chucky for a couple of days while we went camping for the first time with 
Becca. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1957 The last chickens in the large coop 
 
March 18, 1958. We had a lot of large snow falls in two weeks. A lot of areas who lost 
electric service. Personally we had no damage. 
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Special rich harvest of tomatoes and cucumbers. August 8. One tomato with 12 eyes. 
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During the year we have only 200 to 300 chickens left 
 
Average production     44.9 % 
average sales prices for 1 dz. eggs  .42.85 gross 
average feed price for 1 dz. eggs   .27.7 
asset on December 31,1958     $ 40,165.84 
 
April 11/12, 1960.  Pesach in Paramus 
 
1959 
Nothing special. We often visited Paramus to help building the addition to the house. I 
took two of my vacations in 1959 and 1960 to build onto my house. We added a large 
family room, a bedroom and bathroom for my parents and a garage.  
 
The harvest of vegetable was good but very little usable fruits. 
We have between 180 and 333 chicken 
 
The average production was    37.82% 
average sales price for 1 dz. eggs  34.3 gross 
average feed price for 1 dz. eggs  30.5 
asset on December 31, 1959    $ 47,139.35 
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My speech at our 40th wedding anniversary on May 27, 1960 

 
My dear family members and friends! 
Permit me to express a couple of words of thanks to you. First to my wife with the words 
of the psalmist: “I think of the sweetness of your youth, the love of time you were a bride, 
that you followed me into the desert, into the land of the seedless!” Yes, we moved into a 
desert without horizon or any hope. When we were hit with the worst, we knew we would 
take our grief with us to the grave. But then two stars arrived on our heaven and lit up the 
dark night. Then I will thank you my dear children, dear Laure and dear Herbert that you 
have arranged this festival for us and have invited all the dear relatives and friends. To all 
of you who have come to make this special day for us a feast, many thanks. May you all 
have the favor of celebrating this festival in health of body and soul in the midst of your 
families. 
 
1960 
May 27. Our 40th anniversary in Paramus 
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My parents loved to go for a weekend to Atlantic City. They hired somebody to care of the 
farm.  
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They went to Atlantic City again.  
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July 12. Harvest of the first tomatoes and cucumbers 
 
December 31, 1960 asset  $ 50,158.36 
 
1961 
January 21. 5 degree F. and a lot of snow 
February 1. 1 degree F. 
 
November 1. Our last tomatoes 
December 31. Asset  $ 56,843.50 
 
1962 
In the middle of July everything very dry. The beans did not sprout. 
July 16, first tomatoes 
September 8, our dog Lumpi is now 14 years old we are bringing it to the S.P.C.A. 
September 20, 1962. We sold our last 300 chicken 
September 20 – 28. We went to Atlantic City with Gustav and Anna Berger 
 
On November 20, our third child was born. This time Laure had a doctor in Paramus and 
therefore went to the hospital in Ridgewood New Jersey. When the time came that she 
had to go to the hospital, all 4 of us went drove to the Valley hospital. We were told not to 
wait, as it might take a couple of hours until the baby will be born. I also was told to call 
the hospital every half hour. 
I had promised my two children who were very excited about the new baby, to take them 
to the Bergen Mall for supper.  
 
We left and the children had dinner and for desert a chocolate ice cream drink. I had 
called every half hour but each time the operator told me: “still in active labor.” I called 
again about 20 minutes later. Now the operator said: “Where are you? The doctor tried to 
reach you. Your baby was born.” When I told this to my children, they did not finish their 
drinks any more they wanted to see the baby. Becca wanted a girl and Chucky a boy. 
They were making bets while we were 
traveling to the hospital. There still was the 
policy that children are not permitted in the 
maternity ward. I went upstairs alone. Also 
they would not tell on the telephone if the 
baby was a boy or a girl.  
 
I went first to the room were Laure was. 
She said it is a boy but take a look at the 
baby I believe the baby is blond. I left her 
and went to the special room where the 
babies are displayed behind a large 
window. There must have been at least 
twelve babies and the babies look pretty 
much alike. One could only see very little of 
their faces. The only thing one could see 
was their family name stuck on the crib. I 
found him. But he did not look blond he 
very definitely was red. I went back to 
Laure but very soon went down to my 
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children and told them that they have a new brother. 
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Pumpkin harvest 
December 31, 1963   asset  $ 63,028.75 
1963 January 13 – 19 I was in the Newcomb hospital because of a heart attack 
July 7. First cucumbers, kohlrabi, early lettuce very early and lots of them 
July 10. First tomatoes 
 
November 12. Still some tomatoes, very good and plenty of red cabbage, German 
radishes, parsley, dill, celery, leek and pumpkins 
 
1964 
From the beginning of May until the middle of July no rain. It was very hot between 90 
and 100 degree 
 
July 20. We harvest the first ripe tomatoes, beans and cucumbers. Very little other 
vegetables, because of the heat. The last couple of days a lot of mosquitoes.   
 
Since July 24 until August 9, Steven is with us while his family went camping. We love the 
little one very much and besides normal care of him he makes no trouble. He eats very 
nice and sleeps in the morning until 7:00 or 8:00 o’clock. We will miss him a lot. 
 
August 8, until August 20. Becca visits us and has made us very happy. 
 
October 7. The first frost killed all the beans and tomatoes. 
 
1965 
January 17. At 5:30 p.m.it was 0 degree F. and at 10:00 p.m. it was -8 degrees F. 
 
January 18. At 8:00 a.m. it was +10 degrees F. 
 
June 16. This morning we put the heater on 
 
June 21. First tomatoes, cucumbers. A lot of lettuce, kohlrabi, cabbage and parsley 
 
October 5. 32 degree F. Our tomatoes were killed by the frost. Our harvest had 570 
tomatoes, 136 cucumbers, many very good sour cherries and pears, on all the trees very 
many apples without spots, 10 gallons of wine from the cherries, grapes, pears and 
apples. But almost undrinkable. It was so strong that only the men who delivered the 
chicken feed, to whom my father gave some, could drink it. 
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January 4.1966. Retta has a hernia operation. 
 
October 28. Retta broke a rib and sprained her elbow. My mother climbed on a chair but 
fell when getting off when somehow getting stuck on her skirt. 
 
October 31. Last ripe tomatoes. When the frost came there were still 72 green ones on 
the vine. All together we had 324 and 69 cucumbers. It was a bad harvest. Also very little 
beans and even the parsley was not good. 
 
1966 
Kohlrabi, leek, Boston lettuce, endive, radishes and celery, still very good in November 
even with frost during the night, 21 degree. The sour cherries are very good, but almost 
no pears and no apples. Some of the grapes are all right. 4 gallon cherries, 4 gallon 
grapes, 4 gallon pears I put up for wine.  
 
1967 
June 4 to July 9, 1967 in Newcomb hospital with a heart attack 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1968 
Harvest of grapes August 28, and September 1. 
13.5 egg baskets = 182 lb  grapes 36 quarts of wine 
Grape skins for marmalade   
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On the front of her visitor’s card for the hospital from June 29, 1971, my mother wrote in 
pencil the date of July 20, 1971. My father was probably then in Newcomb Hospital again. 
On the back of the card she wrote short daily health notes, including the date and time of 
my father’s death. 

In August our family was on vacation camping in Canada. I called a couple of times each 
week. At the night of August 23rd I called and my mother told me that my father had 
another stroke and was in the hospital. Only this time she said he was unconscious.  We 
were on Prince Edwards Island and had just put up our tent. There were no ferries going 
at night, so it was impossible to leave before the next morning.  

We got up early, folded everything up and went to the ferry station. Already a lot of cars 
were waiting in line.  The distance between the island and the coast of New Brunswick is 
very short and the small ferry was only able to take a couple of cars at a time. We had to 
wait there for quite a long time. As soon as we were on land we kept on driving 
continuously until we arrived in Paramus.  

Probably early the next morning I alone drove to Vineland and went directly to the 
hospital. My father was still unconscious. I stayed over Saturday night in Vineland but 
went home on Sunday evening.  

In the night from Sunday the 22nd, of August to Monday the 23rd, my father got sick and in 
the morning between 6:00 and 7:00 my mother called the doctor who brought him by 
ambulance to the Newcomb hospital. 

He was laying there unconscious for eight weeks and died on Saturday October 16th, at 
1:30 p.m. 

I went almost every weekend to Vineland during these eight weeks and was just on the 
way down on the 16th, when my father died. 

The funeral was on October 18th, 1971, my mother’s 79th birthday. 

My mother died on August 9th, 1982, while Laure and I were in the airport in Madrid for 
our flight home. Chucky tried to call us, but could not reach us and we only found out 
when we arrived in New York.  
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1983. The death of our chicken farm. The carrier bridge from coop to coop is still visible 


